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Abstract
Here we present a survey of important work done on Query Expansion (QE) between the period 1970 to 2012. Queries formed by search
engine users, are generally short and vague. It is very difficult to estimate the exact user need. Sometimes, the queries are well formed and
clear, but the document collection does not contain the information
in the same form as that of the query. Synonymous terms or related
terms are present in the collection. Query expansion adds terms to
the original query, which provides more information about the user
need. There are various approaches to query expansion. Some of
them use lexical resources or dictionaries for query expansion. Lexical
methods cause more damage through topic drift. Relevance feedback
approaches perform better than lexical approaches, but they depend
on the performance of initial retrieval. In recent years Wikipedia is
being used as an external knowledge source for QE. In this survey we
cover important work done using all these approaches.

1

Query Expansion

Query expansion is an effective technique to improve the performance of information retrieval system. Studies have shown that the average query length is
only around 2-3 words. Due to this, it is very difficult to understand the user
intention behind the query and provide the ideal set of relevant documents.
For example, if the user query is Lalbagh, it is not clear if the user wishes to
know about the a) Lalbagh garden in Bangalore b) Lalbagh fort in Bangladesh
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or c) Some area called Lalbagh in Mumbai. Natural language phenomenon
like polysemy and synonymy further compound this problem. Consider the
query apple prices in market, it is not clear if the word apple refers to the
company apple or to the fruit apple. Query Expansion techniques tries to
address these issues. There are many approaches used for query expansion.
All these approaches can be classified into two major classes: global methods
and local methods Manning et al. [2008]. Global methods are techniques
for expanding or reformulating query terms independent of the query and
results returned from it, so that changes in the query wording will cause the
new query to match other semantically similar terms. Only individual query
terms are considered for expansion. Global methods include:
 Query expansion/reformulation with a thesaurus or WordNet
 Query expansion via automatic thesaurus generation
 Techniques like spelling correction

Local methods use documents that are retrieved using unmodified query.
The basic methods are:
 Relevance Feedback
 Pseudo Relevance Feedback
 Indirect relevance feedback

1.1

Global Methods

Most common query expansion methods are the one using some form of
thesaurus or knowledge resource. Each term t in a query can be expanded
with synonyms and related terms from the thesaurus. Each term can be
associated with a weight. Expansion terms can be given less weight than the
original query terms. Methods for building a thesaurus for query expansion
includes:
 Use of a controlled vocabulary that is maintained by human editors.
These thesauruses contain canonical term for each concept. The subject headings of traditional library subject indexes, such as the Library
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of Congress Subject Headings, or the Dewey Decimal system are examples of a controlled vocabulary. Use of a controlled vocabulary is
quite common for well-resourced domains. A well-known example is
the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) used with MedLine for
querying the biomedical research literature.
 A manual thesaurus. Human editors build sets of synonymous names
for concepts, without designating a canonical term. The UMLS metathesaurus is one example of such thesaurus. Statistics Canada maintains
a thesaurus of preferred terms, synonyms, broader terms, and narrower
terms for matters on which the government collects statistics, such as
goods and services. This thesaurus is also bilingual English and French
Manning et al. [2008].
 An automatically derived thesaurus. Thesaurus is developed automatically using co-occurring terms or grammatically related terms. Terms
which co-occur quiet frequently in a corpus are more likely to be related. The other approach is to analyze the corpus for grammatical
dependencies. For example, entities that grow, walk or move, are more
likely to be living organism or more specific, to be humans.
 Query reformulations based on query log mining. Large amount of user
interaction information is available to the web search engines. This
information is stored in query logs and can be used to improve the user
satisfaction of the users later.

Lot of work is done on Query Expansion using thesaurus or knowledge resources. In this following section we will review some of those work.
1.1.1

Manually Developed Lexical Resources

Manually developed lexical resources like WordNet, UMLS metathesaurus,
etc. are commonly used for query expansion. In Voorhees [1994a], author
used WordNet for query expansion. Synonyms terms were added to the
query. He observed that this approach makes a little difference in retrieval
effectiveness if the original query is well formed. Query which are not well
formed can be improved significantly. WordNet is also used by Smeaton et al.
[1995] along with POS tagging for query expansion. Each query term was
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expanded independently and equally. For the expansions, parents of query
terms (P) were given weights, as were grandparents, children (C) and grandchildren (GC). For example, the original query term prison can be expanded
to
prison 1.0, penal institution 0.5, institution 0.25, camp 0.5, work camp
0.25, prison camp 0.25, prison farm 0.25, prison camp 0.25, internment
camp 0.25, prisoner of war camp 0.25, POW camp 0.25, college 0.5, house
of correction 0.5, hold 0.5, keep 0.5, jail 0.5, jailhouse 0.5, gaol 0.5, lockup
0.5, lock up 0.5, cooler 0.5, pokey 0.5
The interesting thing about their method is they ignored the original
query terms after expansion. As a results of this precision and recall dropped,
but they were able to retrieve documents which didn’t contain any of the
query terms but are relevant to the query.
1.1.2

Automatically Derived Thesaurus

There are many approaches which use corpus or lexical resources to automatically develop a thesaurus. Most of these methods are used in domain specific
search engines or applications. In Gong et al. [2005] author used WordNet
and TSN (Term Semantic Network) developed using word co-occurrence in
corpus. As seen in the earlier section, lexical resources alone cannot significantly improve the performance. Here, the author used TSN as a filter and
supplement for WordNet. They observed that when WordNet and TSN are
used together gives better results than any of them used alone. Qiu and Frei
[1993] constructed a term-vs-term similarity matrix based on how the terms
of the collection are indexed. A probabilistic method is used to estimate the
probability of a term similar to a given query in the vector space model. Even
when adding hundreds of terms into queries, this approach showed that the
similarity thesaurus can improve performance significantly. Adding so many
terms may not, however, be efficient for large information retrieval systems.
It should be noted that their improved results on the NLP collection is still
lower than the baselines used in this paper. Jing and Croft [1994] used a
Phrase finder program that automatically constructs a thesaurus using text
analysis and text feature recognition. Phrase finder considers co-occurrence
between phrases and terms as associations. They reported 30% increase in
performance.
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1.1.3

Query Expansion Based on Query Log Mining

With the increase in usage of Web search engines, it is easy to collect and
use user query logs. Cui et al. [2002] developed a system that extracts probabilistic correlations between query terms and documents terms using query
logs. These correlations are then used to find good expansion terms for new
queries. Cui et al. [2003] assumed that the documents visited by users are
relevant to the query. They maintained a list of all the documents visited
for a particular query. Probability of document being visited when a particular query word is present in a query is calculated to find the relevance
of the document. Larger query logs improves the retrieval accuracy of the
system. One type of query expansion is to identify the phrases from the
query. de Lima and Pedersen [1999] used Web query log and some hand
written context-free-grammar to estimate the parameters of a probabilistic
context-free grammar. Using this grammar they extract phrases from the
query. They observed 12 − 65% improvement on different datasets. Yin
et al. [2009] considered query log as bipartite graph that connects the query
nodes to the URL nodes by click edges. Given a query node q and a URL
node u, there will be an edge (q, u) if u is among the clicked answers for
query q. The weight of the edge (q, u) is computed by the click frequency
Cqu . Random walk probability is used to find n most similar queries to q and
combine them to form an expanded query. They have recorded more than
10% improvement over the baseline.

2

Relevance Feedback

Relevance Feedback is one specific type of query expansion technique.
In RF, the user query is used to retrieve the initial list of ranked documents. User judge the relevance of the results. These judgments are used
by RF to refine the query and a new ranked list is produced using the refined query. The above process takes place iteratively. The actual algorithm
employed to refine the query based on relevance feedback depends on the
underlying retrieval model used.
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2.1

Types of Relevance Feedback

Based on the way in which feedback information is gathered, RF is categorized into:
 Explicit Feedback: User gives information about relevance of a document.
 Implicit Feedback: Implicit feedback is inferred from user behavior,
such as noting which documents they do and do not select for viewing,
the duration of time spent viewing a document, or page browsing or
scrolling actions For example, the similar pages features in Google.
 Pseudo Relevance Feedback: In PRF top k initial retrieved documents
are considered as relevant and are used to refine the query. The refined
query is then used to retrieve the documents.

In following sections, we review the literature related to RF and PRF.
We discuss the actual techniques proposed for query refinement in RF. Later,
we also discuss the techniques proposed to improve PRF. Many algorithms
discussed in the context of explicit RF like Rocchio, Probabilistic RF are
also relevant in the context of PRF where the top k is taken as the relevant
feedback.
2.1.1

Rocchio Algorithm

Rocchio’s algorithm is a classic algorithm for incorporating relevance feedback into the Vector Space Model. It was introduced by Salton’s SMART
system in 1970 Salton [1971]. The main intuition behind this approach is
that the modified query vector is made to move towards the centroid of the
relevant documents and away from the centroid of the irrelevant documents.
−
Given a query vector →
q and partial information about relevant and irrelevant
document sets Dr and Dnr , the algorithm modifies the query vector as:
X →
−
−
1
1 X →
−
→
−
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·
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=
α
·
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β
·
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0
|Dr | −
|Dnr | −
→
→
di ∈Dr

(2.1)

dj ∈Dnr

Here, α, β, γ control the relative importance given to the initial query vector
→
−
q0 , set of relevant documents |Dr | and the set of irrelevant documents |Dnr |.
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Any negative term weights are ignored and set to 0. Positive feedback was
usually found to be more useful than negative feedback and hence the weights
are usually set as α = 1, β = 0.75 and γ = 0.15.
2.1.2

Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF)

As mentioned in section 2.1, PRF methods assume top k documents to be
relevant and the query is refined using the feedback documents. The basis
behind PRF is that documents which are similar to the user’s initial query
will lead us to more relevant terms which when augmented with the query will
lead to an improvement in performance. Croft and Harper Croft and Harper
[1979] first suggested this technique for estimating the probabilities within
the probabilistic model. However, they also highlighted one fundamental
problem - query drift. Query drift is caused as a result of adding terms
which have no association with the topic of relevance of the query. This
happens only when there are only a few or no relevant documents in the
top k feedback documents. Due to this sensitivity to the quality of top k
documents, PRF only improves the performance of queries which have good
or reasonable initial retrieval performance. It can’t be used to improve the
performance of bad or failed queries which do not retrieve anything relevant
initially. Hence, it is not robust to the quality of the initial retrieval.
Several approaches have been proposed to improve the robustness of PRF.
The main strategies used could be categorized as follows:
 To refine the feedback document set so that instead of using all the
top k documents, we could choose a subset of it which is likely to be
“highly relevant” Mitra et al. [1998], Sakai et al. [2005].
 Instead of using all the terms obtained through feedback for query
refinement, only use a subset of important terms to avoid introducing
query drift Cao et al. [2008].
 Dynamically decide when to apply PRF instead of using it for all queries
Amati et al. [2004], Cronen-Townsend et al. [2004].
 Varying the importance of each feedback document Tao and Zhai [2006].
 Using a large external collection like Wikipedia or the web as a source
of expansion terms besides those obtained through PRF. The intuition
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behind this approach is that if the query does not have many relevant
documents in the collection then any improvements in the modeling of
PRF is bound to perform poorly due to query drift Voorhees [2006],
Xu et al. [2009a].
 Recently, Lv and Zhai [2010] proposed a positional relevance model
where the terms in the document which are nearer to the query terms
are assigned more weight.

Several approaches have been proposed which use different types of lexically and semantically related terms during query expansion. Voorhees et
al. Voorhees [1994b] use Wordnet for query expansion and report negative
results. Random walk models Collins-Thompson and Callan [2005], Lafferty
and Zhai [2001] have been used to learn a rich set of term level associations
by combining evidence from various kinds of information sources mentioned
so far like WordNet, co-occurrence relationships, web, morphological variants
etc. Metzler and Croft [2007] propose a feature based approach called latent
concept expansion to model term dependencies.
2.1.3

PRF in Language Modeling Framework

The Language Modeling (LM) Framework for IR offers a principled approach
to model PRF. In the LM approach, the document and query are modeled
using multinomial distribution over words called document language model
P (w|D) and query language model P (w|ΘQ ) respectively. For a given query,
the document language models are ranked based on their proximity to the
query language model, measured using KL-Divergence.
Rank(D, Q)

=
=

KL(ΘQ ||D)
X
P (w|ΘQ )
P (w|ΘQ ) · log
P (w|D)
w

Since the query length is short, it is difficult to estimate the query language
model accurately using the query alone. In PRF, the top k documents obtained through the initial ranking algorithm are assumed to be relevant and
used as feedback for improving the estimation of ΘQ . The feedback documents contain a mix of both relevant and noisy terms. The actual relevant
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terms modeled using the feedback language model ΘF is inferred from DF
based on a Generative Mixture Model Zhai and Lafferty [2001] formulation.
Mixture Model for Estimating Feedback Model: Let DF = {d1 , d2 , . . . , dk }
be the top k documents retrieved using the initial ranking algorithm. Zhai
and Lafferty [2001] model the feedback document set DF as a mixture of
two distributions: (a) the feedback language model and (b) the collection
model P (w|C). Assuming a fixed mixture proportion λ in the feedback document set, the feedback language model is inferred using the EM Algorithm
Dempster et al. [1977]. The EM update equations are given by:
λ · p(n) (w|DF )
λ · p(n) (w|DF ) + (1 − λ) · P (w|C))
P
(n)
(w)
d∈DF c(w; d) · t
(n+1)
P
p
(w|DF ) = P
(n) (w)
w∈W
d∈DF c(w; d) · t
t(n) (w) =

(2.2)
(2.3)

In the EM algorithm, the feedback model is iteratively refined by accumulating probability mass on most distinguishing terms which are more frequent
in the feedback document set and less frequent across the entire collection.
Let ΘF be the final converged feedback model. Later, in order to keep the
query focus, ΘF is interpolated with the initial query model ΘQ to obtain
the final query model ΘF inal .
ΘF inal = (1 − α) · ΘQ + α · ΘF

(2.4)

ΘF inal is used to re-rank the corpus using the KL-Divergence ranking function
to obtain the final ranked list of documents.
2.1.4

Multilingual PRF

Many of the above methods suffer from following drawbacks
 Terms having co-occurrence relationship with the query are considered
but the terms which are semantically and lexically related to the query
are not explicitly considered.
 Result of PRF is dependent on quality of initially retrieved top k documents and thus is not robust. Result is biased towards these initial
documents. Chinnakotla [2010] suggests the use of one language to
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help retrieval of another language. This approach is called Multilingual PRF (MultiPRF). In Multilingual PRF, query in language L1 is
translated into another language L2 . PRF is performed on a collection
in L1 as well as in L2 . The feedback model for query in L2 is translated
back from L2 to L1 . This feedback model is combined with the feedback model for query in L1 . Final list of relevant documents can be
obtained by using this feedback model(refined query). MultiPRF gives
better performance than PRF as it uses the PRF in two collections of
different languages, it is less likely to drift from the original topic. As it
is using assisting language, both co-occurrence based terms as well as
lexically and semantically related terms are taken into consideration.
For languages with poor coverage of the collection, this approach can
be very useful

3

Query Expansion Using Wikipedia

Wikipedia is the biggest encyclopedia available freely on the web. Though
developed by people around the globe, Wikipedia content is well structured
and correct. Being develop by people is an advantage, its growing rapidly
and contains wide variety of topics. These features make Wikipedia a good
knowledge source for query expansion. Recently, many approaches are being
developed which use Wikipedia for query expansion. In this section we will
see some of those approaches.
Li et al. [2007] proposed query expansion using Wikipedia by utilizing
the category assignments of its articles. The base query is run against a
Wikipedia collection and each category is assigned a weight proportional to
the number of top-ranked articles assigned to it. Articles are then re-ranked
based on the sum of the weights of the categories to which each belongs. The
method shows improvement over PRF in measures favoring weak queries.
A thesaurus-based query expansion method using Wikipedia was proposed by Milne et al. [2007a]. The thesaurus is derived with criteria such
that topics relevant to the document collection are included. They propose to extract significant topics from a query by checking consecutive sequences of words in the query against the thesaurus. However, query dependent knowledge is not taken into consideration by the thesaurus. Xu et al.
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[2009b] explored Wikipedia to classify the query into entity queries, ambiguous queries, and broader queries. Pseudo relevant documents are generated
in two ways according to the query type: 1) using top ranked articles from
Wikipedia retrieved in response to the query, and 2) using Wikipedia entity
pages corresponding to queries. In selecting expansion terms, term distributions and structures of Wikipedia pages are taken into account. Koru
Milne et al. [2007b] a search interface which offers a domain-independent
knowledge-based information retrieval is developed using Wikipedia structure for query expansion. They used Wikipedia articles as building blocks
for the thesaurus, and its skeleton structure of hyper-links to determine which
blocks are needed and how they should fit together. They observed that, due
to the large size of Wikipedia corpus irrelevant results are also retrieved.
Its essential to identify correct concept relevant to a particular document
collection. Kaptein and Kamps [2009] used Wikipedia link and category information to expand the query. Category information is used by calculating
distances between document categories and target categories. Observation
was that category information has more value than link information.
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Summary

In general query expansion methods improve the performance of a search
engine. Use of thesaurus or WordNet gives some good expansion terms, but
it also cause topic drift. These approaches gives better results if domain
specific thesaurus or dictionaries are used. Domain specific resources reduce
the topic drift, but these resources can only be used for domain specific search
or when we know the domain of a query. Resources take a lot of time to build
and are expensive. Automatically developed resources are cheap and faster,
but are inaccurate. Recent increase in use of search engines, opened a new
resource in terms of query logs. Query logs provide gives a good idea about
the user need and help us to serve the user better.
Local methods gives better results than global methods. PRF is widely
used for query expansion. PRF assumes initially retrieved top k documents
to be relevant. Since the top k relevant documents are considered for expansion, the expansion terms are relevant and cause less topic drift. PRF
performance decreases when the assumption fails. PRF performs better if
11

the initial systems performance is average or above average. In case of resource scarce languages, initial retrieval is poor and that causes PRF to
perform poorly. Multilingual PRF uses an assisting language for query expansion. The Language in which the initial performance is good, is choose
as an assisting language and expansion terms are obtained from that language. In recent years, Wikipedia is being explored as an external resource
for query expansion. Wikipedia is the largest encyclopedia freely available
online. Wikipedia category structure and document structure is used for
expansion.
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